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New scholarly resources relevant to the Collections
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Enhancement of the existing Collections
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Unlocking the Collections to a wider audience
5 Projects
Outcomes and Impact

**Collaboration and Engagement**
- External engagement
- Postgraduate engagement
- Undergraduate engagement
- Collaboration across university
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Outcomes and Impact

- Included exhibitions or symposia
- Have been conference presentations
- Have already led to publications
- Are part of continuing programs
- Attracted additional funding
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Areas of emerging technology identified are:

**Time to adoption: 1 Year or Less**
- Electronic Books
- Mobiles

**Time to adoption: Two to Three Years**
- Augmented Reality
- Open Content

**Time to adoption: Four to Five Years**
- Gesture-based Computing
- Visual Data Analysis

**Established technologies for**
- Web delivery of content
- Database development

**Collectively created content in**
- Wiki resources

**Emerging technologies, such as**
- Mobile devices
- Augmented reality
- Visualisation of data
Augmented Reality

Visual Data Analysis
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